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[ART] Private tour Mythologies du Poisson Rouge,
Scène Symphonique, Cosmogonie

The three exhibitions gathered for an unprecedented event

Following the success of the Cosmogonie exhibition at Espace Niemeyer in
Paris, a new artistic event signed by Maurice Renoma.
 
Appart Renoma covers iconic works from the Mythologies du Poisson Rouge,
Scène Symphonique and Cosmogonie trilogy, gathered together for the first time
for a unique event.
 
Enjoy a private tour on the theme of artistic creation and ecological awareness: the
collection is accessible on appointment by writing to presse@renoma-paris.com or by
calling +33 (0)1 44 05 38 18.

https://app.sarbacane.com/
http://www.renoma-paris.com/
https://www.facebook.com/renoma.couture
https://www.linkedin.com/in/maurice-renoma/
https://www.instagram.com/renomaparisofficiel/?hl=fr


About the trilogy:

 
Mythologies du Poisson Rouge, photographic work and eponymous exhibition featuring a plastic

goldfish called Cristobal, which, in a poetic and playful way, denounces the overabundance of plastic all

over the world. [Press kit]

Scène Symphonique, a cross-exhibition that brings together photographs by Maurice Renoma, a

selection of paintings by William Bakaimo and Famakan Magassa as well as fusion works created

especially for this event. Ode to metamorphosis in its dreamlike, seductive or even frightening aspects,

this pictorial dialogue is the result of a common desire of diverting our perception and staging humanity

face of its limits, its demons and its destructive nature. [Press kit] 

Cosmogonie, exhibition born from the meeting of two worlds, those of Maurice Renoma and Jorge Luis

Miranda Carracedo, a real artistic fusion expressed in photos, paintings, sculptures, videos and

installations. More than 70 works, resulting from five years of artistic exchanges and correspondence,

have been presented for the first time to the public at the Espace Niemeyer in Paris. At the center of this

collaboration, the themes dear to the two artists: humankind, anxieties towards society and its excesses,

nature in danger. [Press kit]

 

 
[FASHION] The Mythics

The exceptional Vintage Renoma collection

© Photographs: Elsa Oesinger // Model: Egon Rakim 
Straight suit in Scottish pattern from the exceptional Vintage Renoma collection. * Personal fishnet :)

 
 

Coral diamonds, tartan pattern and triangles:
discover the Renoma costume collection

cut in the vintage fabrics of the Parisian fashion house,
at the boutique at 129bis rue de la Pompe, Paris 16th,

and on the Renoma e-shop.
 

Special PRIVATE SALES
from Friday 12 to Friday 19 November included!

 
 

[ARCHIVE] Timeless aesthetics

https://www.renoma-paris.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Press-release-Mythologies-of-the-Gold-Fish-by-Maurice-Renoma.pdf
https://www.renoma-paris.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Press-release-Mythologies-of-the-Gold-Fish-by-Maurice-Renoma.pdf
https://www.renoma-paris.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/DP-COSMOGONIE-RENOMA-ENG.pdf
https://www.renoma-shop.com/


 

Returning from a trip to India in 1966, Maurice and Michel Renoma launched a
collection that inspired hippie fashion in France with the fabrics they brought
back. It is the beginning of a period of frantic creation which will see successive
collections of patchwork, madras, seersucker, colored silk from India, crepe de
chine, solaro, linen, scented fabrics, jacquard, linen velvet, viscose,...
 
From the 1960s to today, the aesthetics created by Renoma marks men's
fashion and affirms its timeless character.
 

 
© Eric Philippe - Maurice and Michel Renoma, portrait, 1973.

 
 
The jacquard sweaters and shirts with floral motifs from the Fall / Winter 2021
collection are available in the boutique at 129bis rue de la Pompe (Paris 16th) and on
the Renoma e-shop!
 

 
Contact

 
Press

presse@renoma-paris.com

+33(0)1 44 05 38 14/18

https://www.renoma-shop.com/hiver


https://www.renoma-paris.com/

 
Shop

129bis rue de la Pompe, 75116

Tuesday-Saturday: 10h-19h

+33(0)1 44 05 38 25

https://www.renoma-shop.com/

 
Appart Renoma

129bis rue de la Pompe, 75116 Paris

Tuesday-Saturday: 10h30-18h30
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